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Color Test for iOS: Learn About Yourself Through Color Psychology
Published on 04/03/12
Joyr introduces Color Test 1.0 for iOS, offering users a way to gain deeper insight into
themselves and sheds new light on decisions and questions they may be pondering. It works
from the premise that thoughts, desires, and emotions have an effect on the user's
attraction to a color or combination of colors. By analyzing the combination of colors
which appeal most to the user at any given moment, Color Test seeks to give the user
greater insight into their own hidden thoughts and feelings.
Seoul, Korea - Color Test, a newly launched application for iOS from Joyr, gives users
food for thought with its rainbow hued fortune-telling method. The application offers
users a way to gain deeper insight into themselves and sheds new light on decisions and
questions they may be pondering. Color Test works from the premise that thoughts, desires,
and emotions have an effect on the user's attraction to a color or combination of colors.
By analyzing the combination of colors which appeal most to the user at any given moment,
Color Test seeks to give the user greater insight into their own hidden thoughts and
feelings.
First, the user is presented with a choice of analysis modes - they can find their
personal color combination, reflecting their overall state of mind, or they can choose to
seek their own subconscious answer to a specific situation. Color Test presents the color
combination's via a set of identically shaped "king" dolls, each representing one color or
a combination of two colors. With dozens of hues and every possible combination, there are
over 100 dolls for users to choose from. Color Test then presents the meanings behind the
particular set of colors chosen.
Color Test is meant to be used for entertainment, and it's fun and friendly interface
compliments that purpose. For those with open minds, the analysis presented by Color Test
can provide a jumping off point for deeper introspection. Color Test also makes a great
conversation piece and party game. It's available in the iTunes App Store now, for free.
Features:
* Two modes of color analysis - The user can choose to analyze him or herself, or a
specific question or decision
* Over 100 color combination's provide highly specific readings
* Fun, friendly interface puts the user at ease
* Color Test provides food for thought, letting users consider their deepest questions in
a new light
* Share your color results via Facebook, SMS, and email
Device Requirements:
* iPhone and iPod touch
* Requires iOS 2.2 or later
* 37.4 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Color Test 1.0 is now free and available worldwide exclusively through the App Store in
the Entertainment category.
Color Test 1.0:
http://colortest.org
Download From iTunes:
http://itunes.apple.com/app/color-test/id507445103
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Screenshot 1:
http://a5.mzstatic.com/us/r1000/115/Purple/v4/58/3b/7c/583b7c9f-5f91-cd70-fb6c-74dd708a871
9/mza_5008149194822336151.320x480-75.jpg
Screenshot 2:
http://a2.mzstatic.com/us/r1000/107/Purple/v4/f6/4e/5e/f64e5e8ac158-9b19-f535-b2f10b7e2267/mza_6095085195220771910.320x480-75.jpg
App Icon:
http://a2.mzstatic.com/us/r1000/067/Purple/7f/9d/b2/mzl.bpfxubxw.175x175-75.jpg

Joyr hopes to create a bright world through developing excellent contents in their mobile
apps. We strive that our users gain wisdom and entertainment especially through psychology
and education. Copyright (C) 2012 Joyr. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo,
iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other
countries.
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